
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Floor mounted bed & stretcher stopping device made in the USA.
• Installs in minutes. Just clean, peel and stick.
• Installation requires no tools or screws.
• Easy to clean & buff around.
• Made from industrial strength vinyl, resistant to high impact loads.
• Standard Size: 39" Length x 3" Width x 1 1/2" Height
• Holds up against the harsh chemicals used in hospital environments.
• Great for hospitals, surgery centers & nursing homes.
• The safer way to preventing wall damage & nurse back injuries.
• Stretcher Stopper has been installed in thousands of hospital rooms.

Stretcher Stopper is a floor mounted device that prevents hospital beds & stretchers from coming in contact 
with headwalls and life saving equipment.  To apply, simply clean floor, peel, stick & step.  Once Stretcher 
Stopper is down, “It’s not moving!”  When the bed or stretcher is positioned in the bay or hospital room the 
casters come in contact with Stretcher Stopper preventing further movement. 
*The industrial strength bonding tape has holding strengths for both dynamic and static stress applications replacing the use for permanent fasteners.*

For More Information 
E-mail us at info@alcosales.com

Contact:  800-323-4282 
Fax:  800-950-1167 
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Stretcher Stopper Frequently Asked Questions 
What is Stretcher Stopper? 
Stretcher Stopper is a floor mounted device made in the USA that stops beds and stretchers at the wheelbase, 
preventing damage to walls and surrounding equipment. Think of it like a parking curb for beds & stretchers.  

What is Stretcher Stopper made of? 
Stretcher Stopper is a one-piece solid construction, made from PVC and has a dense rubber feel.  The peel and 
stick industrial tape creates a mechanical bond to the floor with a water tight seal.  

Will Stretcher Stopper come off the floor? 
No! Stretcher Stopper has a high bond industrial tape that creates a mechanical bond to the floor.  As long as 
the floor is properly prepped by completely cleaning and stripping away any wax, the tape will create a 
watertight seal and will not move. Please follow our IFU for proper installation.  

Does Environmental Services like Stretcher Stopper? 
Stretcher Stopper’s solid construction, non-porous material and cleanable profile makes it the safest, most 
economical, and easiest device to clean around.  Stretcher Stopper has no cavities to allow dirt and grim to 
build up. The tape covers the entire bottom surface, extending all the way to the edges of the device, creating 
a perfect watertight seal.  

Is Stretcher Stopper a trip hazard? 
The product profile was designed specifically to minimize the risk of tripping. It is angled on all four sides and 
has a gradual or tapered angle from the floor to the peak of the bumper. It is clearly visible and placed in close 
proximity to the wall where foot traffic is minimal.  

How long does installing Stretcher Stopper take?  
Installation can take as little as 7 to 8 minutes. Just clean and prep the floor per our IFU, then peel, stick & 
step.  Please allow 2 hours before applying any force or exposing the device to any fluid.  

Will Stretcher Stopper damage the floors? 
Stretcher Stopper does not require any screws; thus no holes are created in the floor. The device can be 
removed at anytime with industrial strength floor scrappers, leaving the floor intact.   

How much does Stretcher Stopper cost?  
Please contact Alco at 800-323-4282 or email us at info@alcosales.com for pricing information.   
Stretcher Stopper is the most cost-effective, post construction solution to wall and equipment damage caused 
by beds & stretchers.  Bed locators are 4 to 5 times more costly, and painting/patching walls requires the 
room to be empty for multiple days decreasing revenue opportunities.  

What color and size does Stretcher Stopper come in?  
Grey or Light Brown.  Custom colors require a minimum order of 150 units. 2 sizes: the standard size is 39-
inch. The 45-inch size is based on availability. 

Part Numbers
39" Grey  AL-74039-39GY  45" Grey  AL-74039-45GY*
39" Light Brown  AL-74039-39LB  45" Light Brown AL-74039-45LB*

       *Call for availability




